Abstract. The number of through-thickness integration points (N IP ) required for accurate springback analysis following sheet forming simulation is the subject of confusion and controversy. Li and Wagoner recommended, in 1999, based on a finite element analysis (FEA) of draw-bending springback, the use of 25 integration points (IP). They also reported that up to 51 IP could be required to obtain springback solutions with accuracies of 1%. Several researchers since then have reported that N IP between 5 and 11 are adequate, and even that 7 or 9 IP are optimal, with reduced accuracy for more IP. These apparent contradictions are addressed with an analytical model of elasto-plastic bending under tension, followed by elastic springback. The fractional error in the evaluated bending moment, which is equal to the fractional error in springback, was determined by comparing three numerical integration schemes, with various N IP , to the closedform result. The results illustrate the oscillatory nature of numerical integration error with small parametric changes, such that fortuitous agreement can be obtained in isolated simulations where the number of integration points is inadequate. The concept of an assured error limit is introduced as well as a maximum error limit (for a range of generally unknown sheet tensions). The assured error limit varies with the integration scheme, N IP , bending ratio (R/t), and sheet tension. Guidelines for the number of integration points required for given error tolerances are reported to allow practitioners to choose numerical parameters appropriately.
INTRODUCTION
Springback denotes the geometrical change of a part after forming, when the forces from forming tools are removed. It is particularly important for parts where one or two dimensions are much larger than the remaining ones, such as in a sheet metal part. For such parts, small curvature changes can produce large displacements. An accurate stress distribution at the end of the forming process, particularly through the sheet thickness, is critical for accuracy in springback prediction. Finite element analysis (FEA) is increasingly being used to predict springback [1, 2] .
Springback is sensitive to various material and process parameters. FE simulation of springback adds numerical sensitivity in the form of element size, element type, N IP , tolerances, and other parameters [3] [4] [5] [6] . Li and Wagoner [5, 6] performed a FE sensitivity study for draw-bend springback and reported that N IP is particularly critical for accurate springback simulation, with 51 IP needed to assure 1% springback accuracy for a range of R/t and sheet tension. They recommended use of 25 IP for general springback use. This result is understood by noting that the curvature change from unloading is proportional to the postforming moment, which is evaluated by integrating the stress times position through the thickness. Larger N IP can reproduce the continuous stress distribution more accurately, at the expense of computation time.
The Li and Wagoner results have been contradicted by several subsequent reports in the literature, including ones finding no differences in springback for 3-10 integration points [7] , 7 and 15 IP being adequate [8] , and even recommendations specifically for 7 or 9 IP: 7 IP for minimizing sensitivity [9], 9 IP for accuracy [10] , and 7 IP for more accurate answers than 3, 5 or 11 [11] . A default value for N IP of 5 appears in shell elements for commercial software Abaqus [12] and , whereas N IP of 9 is recommended for accuracy with LS-Dyna [10] . These references, taken together, imply that N IP is not a critical numerical parameter in springback simulation. Many papers about springback prediction do not report N IP at all.
While the above results appear to differ markedly from those of Li and Wagoner, it is not always clear what is meant by "adequate" accuracy in these works.
Recently, Kulkarni [14] noted that N IP is an important numerical parameter in springback calculation, finding that 11 IP were more accurate than 7 IP.
To illuminate the role of N IP in springback simulation, a simple model of a beam subjected to an applied radius and tension force was constructed. Springback error induced from numerical integration with finite N IP was evaluated based on the difference between analytically integrated and numerically moments.
(Since springback is proportional to moment, the fractional errors of springback may thus be evaluated.) Three common numerical integration schemes, including trapezoidal, Simpson's and Gaussquadrature rules [15] , were used and compared with analytical integration to estimate which scheme was more suitable in terms of springback accuracy, and how many IP were required.
SPRINGBACK MODEL
The beam bending model is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 , where an initially flat beam with thickness t is deformed to a radius R under a bending moment M with a superimposed tension force T. Springback to radius r occurs after the moment and tension force are removed.
Assumptions for the bending-tension model are as usual for simple, thin-shell bending [16] . The strain component ε xx (for simplicity ε xx is expressed as ε) is given by
where z takes values between -0.5t and 0.5t and t represents thickness; ε t denotes strain coming from superimposed tension force. The position of the neutral axis, z 0 , depends on the tension force or the tensile strain ε t , which is expressed as
The stress component σ xx (σ xx is expressed as σ for simplicity) is described elasto-plastically:
where E is Young's modulus; σ 0 is the yield stress; K and n are strain hardening constants; and ε p denotes the plastic strain which is approximately given by
where ε e , the elastic strain, is approximated for simplicity by the strain at yield. Springback error caused by this approximation is negligible [16] .
Two forming materials representing extreme springback behavior, interstitial free steel (IF) and high strength aluminum (AL), were considered. Material properties for IF and AL are displayed in Table 1 . From Eqs (1) and (3) elastic-plastic transition positions z a and z b are given by
Tension force and moment at the end of deformation stage for a beam with rectangular cross section are evaluated by
The normalized tension force, T , which is defined as the applied tension force divided by force to yield the beam in tenion, is analytically expressed as The normalized moment is analytically evaluated as 
where I is the moment of inertia of the cross section. It is clear from Eq. (11) that an error in calculating M is proportional to the error of springback . Therefore, the fractional springback error caused by numerical integration is equal to the fractional moment error E M :
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Role of Tension Force
The practical limits of tension force during forming varies between zero (pure bending) and Max T , where 2.06 ( Max T ). As tension is increased, the neutral axis is displaced from the center of cross section to its inner edge. The associated normalized moment decreases from 73MPa to 13MPa, with a corresponding decrease of springback. Fig. 2b shows that for higher T the integrand z ⋅ σ becomes more curved. These two trends of moment variation with increasing tension force influence the fractional moment error from numerical integration, as shown below.
The fractional moment error for IF with R/t=5 using a trapezoidal rule with N IP =51 for various normalized tension forces is shown in Fig. 3 . The moment integration error is oscillatory with increasing T , as is best seen at small values of T . Small changes in stress distribution, here induced by tension force variation, cause large changes in moment error because of the relative position between integration points and stress distribution transitions. The smooth lines in Fig. 3 are denoted the "assured error limit" which represents the local extreme value or limit in the vicinity of a given set of conditions. For any set of physical and numerical conditions, the integration Figure 3 . Fractional moment (springback) error for various normalized tension forces using a trapezoidal integration rule with 51 integration points through thickness. error will always be less than or equal to this assured error limit, but actual error in the nearby vicinity of those conditions may be anywhere from zero to this extreme value. Since T is unknown when performing a simulation, a given case may indeed produce an "accurate" result for a given R/t and location in the sheet, but such agreement is fortuitous rather than reliable.
The assured fractional moment error (or, more succinctly, "limiting error"), Fig. 3 , increases with increasing tension force.
Because increasing T reduces bending moment, a given absolute error in reproducing the analytical stress distribution represents a larger fractional error.
Performance of the three tested integration schemes is compared in Fig. 4 . No single integration scheme performs best throughout the range of parameters considered. The oscillatory feature of the integration error, which is the same for each method, determines that for any given set of parameters, any one of these may outperform the other two. The unsigned assured error limit presented in Fig.4 is smaller at low tension forces for trapezoidal integration while Gauss integration is better at higher tension forces. This may be understood by noting that the integrand is most curved in this region (Fig. 2) , most like a polynomial, and thus is reproduced better by Gauss integration. Since the largest possible fractional errors occur at larger tension forces, the Gauss integration scheme is a good choice, but by no means that best for all cases. Role of N IP Figure 5 presents the variation of analytical and Gauss-computed moment for IF bent to R/t=5 with T = 1.3. The oscillatory variation of moment with N IP is similar to that seen with respect to T . This behavior explains the observations that small N IP [11] sometimes produced less error than large N IP , but such behavior cannot be relied upon and should be viewed as strictly fortuitous. It should certainly not form the basis of a valid recommendation to use fewer IP. Figure 6 presents "maximum error" (i.e. the largest absolute fractional error found for the specified range of T ) occurring at various ranges of tension forces. It shows that the maximum assured moment error limit for a given N IP increases with the sheet tension.
Role of R/t and Material Properties
The role of R/t and material in numerical integration error is illustrated in Figs 7 . The "maximum error" for normalized tension force range between 0 and Max T is highest for smaller R/t values and lowest for larger R/t.
Note the different Figure 8 compares the moment integrand distribution throughout thickness between R/t=5 and R/t=50 for IF steel with Gauss integration and N IP =15 at a particular tension force where maximum error occurs. We can see that although the moment for R/t=50 is smaller than that for R/t=5, the integrand curve for R/t=50 is more linear than that for R/t=5, which results in smaller integration error. This illustrates a second effect producing differences in numerical springback error between IF and AL. Table 2 . Either, or both, may be used to estimate the number of integration points needed to assure a limiting fractional error. (These are based only on numerical integration errors. Of course, other sources of error, for example incurred during the forming simulation or by other numerical FE aspects, will contribute to larger overall assured error limits.) Note that Gauss integration is usually more efficient because, in the regime where the fractional springback errors are largest, it reproduces the analytical result best. The required number of integration points for a specified accuracy varies widely. For an assured 1% error tolerance, Gauss integration requires between 17 and 68 integration points through the thickness (depending on R/t and material) while Simpson integration requires between 35 and 139 integration points through the thickness. For 10% tolerance, Gauss integration requires 5 -16, while Simpson requires 9 -41. • ack e pen e re loc s ration s and st ran are oscillatory in nature and thus in any vicinity the assured idered.
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